Introduction
Certainly, one of the most fundamental early results in universal algebra is Birkhoff's 1944 decomposition theorem which states that every (universal) algebra d may be represented as a subdirect product of subdirectly irreducible algebras of the same type. It is clear that for d finite such decompositions may be obtained effectively, at least in principle. At first sight, therefore, one might be surprised that the problem of finding reasonably fast algorithms producing such subdirect decompositions has not received too much attention. In fact, the work by Demel, Demlova and Koubek -see [4, 51 and the references given there -is the only source devoted mainly to such topics as far as we know, although special cases have been considered elsewhere, of course, at least in implicit form. One reason might be that even for finite d the subdirectly irreducible factors of JS! may be too erratic in nature and too copious in number as to allow too much insight into the structure of ~2 by means of subdirect decomposition. This paper is devoted to a study of such algorithms in a "borderline" class of algebras -close enough to Boolean algebras to allow gain of insight by subdirect decomposition (note 138 D. Benninger, J. Schmid that the subdirect decomposition theorem for Boolean algebras in fact says the same as the Stone representation theorem) and wide enough for the typical difficulties of the problem to appear. We consider so-called p-algebras; p standing for "pseudocomplement", roughly the largest element disjoint from a given one, whose existence is typical for such structures.
An excellent survey, providing motivation and background, is provided by Katriiiak in [lo] .
As in [S] for groups and rings, we take advantage of algebraic properties to obtain better algorithms for our specific class of algebras in two respects: Firstly, they are somewhat faster, and secondly (and more important to us), we get the most "economic" subdirect representation possible in a sense to be made precise below. Our basic strategy is as follows: Instead of dealing directly with p-algebras, we consider reducts of such algebras -so-called p-semilattices.
Here, the subdirectly irreducible algebras are known in advance, and we obtain a fast minimal decomposition.
The mathematical background is detailed in [13] . Next, we use a central device also used by the Demel group ("Hopcroft's algorithm") to refine solutions obtained for the reducts into solutions of the original problem (for p-algebras). The gain is that the minimality of the "raw" solution is preserved under refinement. On a more technical level, our strategy has the advantage that (i) the input for Hopcroft's algorithm is, generally, a much finer partition as the two-class partition used in [4] and that (ii) refinement of this partition must be carried out only with respect to (the family of unary operations corresponding to) the sole additional binary operation present in p-algebras.
.The paper is intended to be largely self-contained. Section 2 collects mainly the basic facts on universal algebra and p-algebras pertinent to our task. Decomposition of the p-semilattice reducts is presented in Section 3 (see [13] for details), while general p-algebras are treated in Section 4. The final Section 5 contains some worked-out examples.
We might add that the algorithms presented in this paper are implemented (see [14] ) and have proven to be rather useful in the study of the model theory of (finite) p-algebras; e.g. the test on subdirect irreducibility implicit in the procedures of Section 4 has provided us with many examples of subdirectly irreducible p-algebras not accessible before (their abstract description in [9] is algorithmically not workable), which in turn allow deeper insight into the structure of quasi-varieties of p-algebras.
Preliminaries
Universal algebra On every algebra there are at least two congruences:
The least congruence n ((x, y)~ n iff x=y) and the greatest congruence Q ((x, y)~ V for any x, YEA). Let Con(A) be the system of all congruences resp. Eq(A) the system of all equivalences of the algebra d=(A) F). Ordered by set inclusion Con(A) as well as Eq(A) are complete lattices; Con(A) is even a complete sublattice of Eq(A), that is, sup and inf of any subset S G Con(A) are the same when formed within either Con(A) or Eq(A). We write d as well as G for the order in Eq(A) resp. Con(A).
Let d = (A, F), ~2~ = (Ai, Fi) for iEI be algebras of the same type. d is a subdirect product of the algebras di iff d is a subalgebra of the product of the Sali'S with the additional property that for any index iEZ and any y~Ai there exists an element of ~2 with ith component equal to y. d is called subdirectly irreducible if whenever ~2 is a subdirect product of the di (ie1), then d must be isomorphic to some factor &j. The crucial fact on subdirect products is the following. Instead of (x, y)~0 we also write x = y(8). "Subdirectly irreducible" will be abbreviated to "si." in the sequel. Also, if a~/? for a,P~con(A), we call a the "finer" and p the "coarser" congruence. Note further that (1) and (2) Clearly, the factor algebras d/Oj are then homomorphic images of suitable factor algebras d/'Bi. As a generic source for all the material presented so far in this section we refer to [3] .
Algebras with pseudocomplementation
We now turn to the specific classes of algebras which will be considered in more detail in Sections 3 and 4. A pseudocomplemented semilattice (S; A, *, 0) -for short:
a PCS -is a meet semilattice (meet written as A) with least element 0 such that for any XES there exists a unique maximal element x* disjoint from x, i.e. x A z = 0 iff z d x *. x * is called the pseudocomplement of x. d denotes the canonical order on S defined by x d y iff x A y = x. We write PCS for the class of all such algebras of type (2,1,0). As the name suggests, a pseudocomplemented lattice (L: A, V , *, 0,l) -for short: a PCL ~ is just a lattice with least element 0 having a (unique) pseudocomplement for each of its members. We write PCL for the class of all such algebras of type (2,2,1,0). PCS and PCL both are equational classes (alias varieties). PCS and PCL both contain the class --of all Boolean algebras; we refer the reader to [6] and [lo] for motivation and background.
The following considerations apply to both PCS and PCL, they are formulated for PCS.
Let S be any PCS. The skeleton of S is the set Sk(S)={xES 1 x=x**}. Sk(S) is a sub-PCS of S. The skeleton is, in fact, a Boolean algebra under the induced partial ordering, operations being the restriction of A and * to Sk (S) and with x + y = (x* A y *)* as join. A special PCS is 2 = (0, l} with 0 d 1; it is also a Boolean algebra since Sk(;)=?. D(S)= {XGS 1 x* = 0) is the set of dense elements of S. Note that any finite PCS S is, in fact, a lattice since S has a greatest element 0* which always will be written 1.
The map y:S+Sk(S) defined by yx=x ** is a PCS-homomorphism, the Glivenko homomorphism.
For each XGS we define its Glivenko class T(x) by T(x)=yy-lx={yEsIy**=x** }. As an example, we have T(l)=D (S) . T(x) always contains a greatest element, namely, yx.
Assume now that S is jr&e. Since y(x A y)=yx A yy, the meet of all members of T(x) belongs to T(x). Hence, T(x) contains a least element which will be denoted by px; thus, px = AT(x Let B be any Boolean algebra. 6 will always denote the PCS obtained from B by adding a new top element. We will write B = [0, e] u {l} ~ with e the unit of B ~ to keep 1 as top. Note that D(g)={e,
11.
Algorithms
An algorithm due to Hopcroft (cf. [S] ), originally designed to minimize the states of a finite automaton, is crucial for our purposes (as well as for those of [4] ). We will henceforth refer to it shortly as to "Hopcroft's algorithm". The connection is as follows: Given a (finite) algebra d = (A, F), construct a finite automaton We use the algorithm to solve the following problem: Let 9 be any partition of A into nonvoid, pairwise disjoint blocks and write F' for the family of unary operations on A obtained from F by fixing in all possible ways all but one argument in every fj~F. Call 9 stable iff f'[C] EC for every block C in 9 and every ~'EF'. Hopcroft's algorithm determines the unique maximal (i.e. coarsest) stable partition 9 refining 9'; the computation uses time O(m n. log n), where m =card F' and n = card A. Interpreted in the original algebra (A, F), the algorithm computes, for any equivalence E in Eq(A) (corresponding to the partition Y), the unique maximal (i.e. coarsest) congruence B&on(A) contained in E. This is precisely what we will have to do in Section 4.
Fast subdirect decomposition in PCS
The mathematical apparatus behind the algorithms presented in this section was developed in [13] . The key ingredient is the a priori knowledge of the s.i. algebras in PCS: They are just the algebras of the form g for some Boolean algebra B and the algebra 2. We collect the salient facts from [13] in streamlined form and without proofs &ice our treatment of the PCL is based on this material. Define operations Ax and *"onS,byy*-=y* A yx;a A,b=a A bfora,beSk(S)and a,b<yx; a A,px =a for aGSk(S) and a<yx; yx A,px=px. ; l<i<n, j=n+l.
Facts 3.2. (S,; A,, *=, 0) is a PCS, g,: S-S, is an epimorphism, 9,:= kerg, is a SIcongruence, x is the least element zES with gX[z] = 1 (equivalently, x =min[l],x with
(2)
The cover table CT(S)=(tij) of S is an n x n matrix with entries
For example, the operation table and the cover table of the well-known pentagon N5 (Fig. 1) have the shape shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Table 1  Table 2 OTW As a finite algebra, S is completely determined by OT (S) . As a relational system, S is best described by CT (S) . Conversion from CT(S) to OT(S) is done in O(n'.') time [7] . The opposite task, transforming OT(S) onto CT(S), uses O(n3) time. Explicit construction of a factor algebra S, is accomplished by the following algorithm. It is quite obvious from Algorithm 3.4 that OT(S,) may be computed in time 0(n2) from OT(S) for every XES.
For an abstract solution {x1, . . . , x,} the embedding j: S$ n, GibmSxi may be determined by computing the projections gXi for each i~(l, . . . , WI>. This procedure uses O(2) time.
Proposition 3.5. Let S be a jinite PCS with n=card(S).
An explicit solution of the decomposition problem may be obtained from an abstract solution {x1, . . ..
x.} ES in time 0 (n3).

Proof. Algorithm 3.4. 0
In order to obtain an abstract solution of the decomposition problem for S, we have to specify elements of S building up a separating set.
Definition 3.6. Let XES. x is join-irreducible in T(x) iff px # x and there is exactly one element x'E~(x) covered by x (written x'<x). We call x singular iff x is join-irreducible in T(x) and 8, is the only SI-congruence
on S separating X' and x. Accordingly, 8, itself is called a singular congruence in this case. Write Sg(S) for the set of all singular elements of S.
Algorithm 3.7. Determination of the (local) join-irreducibles of S. A list JR(S) containing those pairs (u, u) with yu = yv, u>v and u join-irreducible in T(U) is computed from CT(S)=(tij).
Note that it is sufficient to check the equality of u* and v*, because u* =v* * u** = v**. Note that the algebraic background for this algorithm is given in [13, 3.3, 2.21. Algorithm 3.7 produces a set JR(S) of at most n-1 elements (see [13] Thus, Sg(SJ = {b, c, d}.
Proposition 3.9. Let S be a PCS. Let Sg(S)= {xES( x is singular} and sO= sup&~s] (yx 1 xESg(S)}. Ifso = 1 then M = Sg(S) is the unique minimal abstract solution of the decomposition problem for S.
Proof (Schmid [13, 6.21 ). Since the singular congruences must show up in any separating set of SI-congruences by Definition 3.6, this solution is indeed minimal in the quasi-ordering defined for subdirect representations by Definition 2.2. Uniqueness is obvious. 0
In case s0 = supskcs,(~x 1 xESg(S)} # 1, we have to apply somewhat more care than in [13] in view of the PCL case dealt with in the next section. Shortly, so # 1 means that any subdirect decomposition of S must involve some factors 2. The following is -the appropriate definition.
Definition 3.10. Let S and so be as above. Call an atom XES B-singular iff x = x** and x A se =O. Let SgB(S) be the set of all B-singular elements of S. Hence, SgB(S)=O iff so = 1. Since 0, obviously is the only SI-congruence separating 0 and x for xESgB(S), we also call such 8, singular.
We obtain the following final version of Proposition 3.9.
Proposition 3.11. M =Sg(S)uSgB(S) is the unique minimal abstract solution of the subdirect decomposition problem of the finite PCS S.
Proof. See the proofs of 6.2 and 2.7 of [13] . 
2). Any abstract solution may be transformed to an explicit solution in time O(n3). Hence, the decomposition problem for a finite PCS S can be solved in total time O(n").
Proof. Algorithms 3.7 and 3.8 for the computation of the set of singular elements and algorithm 3.4 for the determination of factor algebras S, and values g,(y), respectively. 0
Fast subdirect decomposition in PCL
From the perspective of subdirect decomposition, the main difference between the classes PCS and PCL is that the s.i. members of the latter class are largely unknown, --even the finite ones. Characterizations are given by Katrinak in [lo] , but these do not lend themselves easily for algorithmic purposes. Hopcroft's algorithm started on (Ye, F) returns the unique maximal F-stable partition Y, < Ye. Clearly, 9, consists just of the blocks of r~. 0
Assume now that 8&onpcs (S,) is even a SI-congruence on SL. CJ as computed above is not necessarily a SI-congruence on L, in general. However, it is in the case we are interested in.
Lemma 4.2. Let &Con,,,(S,) be singular. Then the maximal PCL-congruence o with ode is a SI-congruence on L.
Proof. Assume f3 is singular. This means (Definitions 3.6,3.10 and the general remarks in Section 2) that Q is meet-irreducible in Con pc-(SL) and that there is a critical pair (u, v) such that 8 is the only meet-irreducible PCS-congruence separating u and v. Let c be the maximal PCL-congruence below 0, and assume ~=anp, a, bEConpcL(L). Since Hence, &<t?, in general. In the following special case we have equality.
Lemma 4.4. If XES, is B-singular, then gX= 8,.
Proof. If x is B-singular, then x is an atom and x =x** by 3.10. 8, is the kernel of the PCS-homomorphism g, : SL+2 given by g,.(y) = 0 iff x 6 y. It suffices to show that gX is -also a PCL-homomorphism, that is, that g, respects joins. Thus, in turn, it is equivalent to g; '(0) being closed under joins. Now yEg; l(O) iff x $ y iff y A x =0 (x being an atom) iffy < x*. So, g; '(0) is the lower end generated by x*; hence, clearly closed under joins. 0
We are now prepared to state the main (theoretical) result of this section. Proof. Let Co = {cl, . . . , ck} be any separating set of SI-congruences in Conrcr(L). Consider ol, . . . , ok a PCS-congruences and write each CiEC, as a meet of meetirreducibles in Conpcs (S,) . The collection O0 of PCS-congruences so obtained is clearly a separating set of SI-congruences on SL, so O0 must contain all singular congruences on SL by Proposition 3.11. Define C1 = {~EC, lo<8 for some singular e}. Since the singular congruences on SL form a separating set of PCS-congruences, nZ1 = n and C1 is still separating. Clearly, C1 <C, in the quasi-order defined for subdirect decompositions in Section 2. By construction, g < 8 with f3 singular for every ~EC,. Hence, by Lemmata 4.1,4.2 also cd e"< 0. Put C2 = (gl8 singular). Thus, .Zz d C1 and Cz is still a separating set of SI-congruences in Con,,-,(L). It is possible that el, 8, are different singular congruences on SL -thus, incomparable by definition ~ but still, say, 8r <gz holds (see example 3 in Section 5). Of course, gz may then be removed from Cz, leaving nZ, = 0 intact. Put Z, = (~EC, 18 is minimal with respect to d in C,}. Hence, C3 <C, and nz,= a. It remains to show that .X3 cannot be shrunk further. Indeed, let (u, v) be the critical pair separated exclusively by the singular congruence d1 for some i1 ECU. Some &in C3 must separate (u, v), say e",. gz is also a PCS-congruence, hence meet of meetirreducibles there. Consequently, gz < 8, and, thus, e", < gl. By the minimality of g1 in C2 we conclude that e", = g1 and Jr, thus, must occur in X3. Uniqueness of C, is obvious. Clearly, if 8= n for some singular 0, then this means that the critical pair associated with 0 cannot be separated by any nontrivial congruence and L must be s. Example: The operation table of the pentagon (as a PCL) (Fig. 4) is shown as Table 3 .
In order to solve the decomposition problem for L we have to handle explicitly congruences on L and on the PCS-reduct SL. In Section 3 we constructed the subdirectly irreducible factors S/0 directly as homomorphic images of S by taking advantage of the well-behaved structure of subdirectly irreducible members in PCS. remarks. The refinement of any PCS-congruence gi into the maximal underlying PCL-congruence 8i requires ~ by Hopcroft's algorithm-at most 0(n2 log n) time. Hence, we get a total amount of O(n3 log n). 0
Examples
Let the PCL L be given by the following Hasse diagram (Fig. 5) , which graphically reflects the cover table (see Definition 3.3). The operation table is shown in Table 4 .
(1) The PCS-case The reduction onto the skeleton of SL is easily done by constructing the Glivenkoclasses of the PCS-reduct SL of L: WI = {O), W4 = (r, s, P, 4, u, a>, (Fig. 7) . It shows the congruence lattices Con,c,(SL) and Con,,, (L). Solid circles denote PCS-con- gruences which are not PCL-congruences, solid squares denote PCL-congruences. Thick lines indicate the embedding of Con,,--(L) into Conpcs(SL). Observe, e.g. that 0, and 8, = & are not comparable while e", lies below &; so, & can be dropped in order to obtain a "finer" decomposition in the sense of Definition 2.2.
